Goldilocks and
the Three Bears

Scene 1

Let’s go for a walk.
Narrator: This is the story of Goldilocks and the three bears.
Narrator: The three bears lived in a cottage in the forest.
Mother Bear: Breakfast is ready!

She puts three bowls of porridge on the table.
Father Bear: Oh look! Porridge for breakfast.
Baby Bear: Oh great! I love porridge!
Mother Bear: It is too hot. We cannot eat it now. Let’s go for a walk
in the forest and wait for it to cool down.
Father Bear: Yes, let’s go for a walk.

The bears go out for a walk.

Scene 2

Hello, hello!
Narrator: Goldilocks was walking in the woods and saw the little
cottage.
Goldilocks: Oh! That is a nice house. I want to go and see who
lives there.
Narrator: Goldilocks went into the garden.

Goldilocks: Oh they are nice flowers!
Narrator: Then she went to the door.
Goldilocks: Hello! Hello!
Narrator: But there was no answer so Goldilocks went inside.

Goldilocks goes into the house.

Scene 3

The three bowls of porridge.
Narrator: Goldilocks went into the kitchen.
Goldilocks: Oh yum porridge! I am so hungry and there is nobody
here so…
Narrator: Goldilocks ate some of father bear’s porridge.
Goldilocks: Oh no this is much too hot!
Narrator: Then she ate some of mother bear’s porridge.
Goldilocks: Oh no this is much too cold!
Narrator: Then she ate some of baby bear’s porridge.
Goldilocks: Yum, this is just right.

Narrator: And so she ate it all up.

Goldilocks ate up all of baby bear’s porridge.

Scene 4

The three chairs.
Narrator: Goldilocks saw three chairs. Goldilocks sat on father bear’s chair.
Goldilocks: I do not like this it is very high.
Narrator: Then Goldilocks sat on mother bear’s chair.
Goldilocks: I do not like this it is very low.
Narrator: Then she sat on baby bear’s chair.
Goldilocks: I like this chair it is just right.
Narrator: But Goldilocks was too big for baby bear’s chair and it broke!
Goldilocks: Oh no!

Goldilocks falls to the floor.

Scene 5

The three beds.
Narrator: Goldilocks went into the bedroom.
Goldilocks: I am very tired.

Narrator: Goldilocks saw three beds. First she sat down on father bear’s
bed.
Goldilocks: I do not like this it is very hard.
Narrator: Then she sat on mother bear’s bed.
Goldilocks: I do not like this it is very soft.
Narrator: Goldilocks sat down on baby bear’s bed.
Goldilocks: I like this! It is not too soft and not too hard. It is just right!
Narrator: Goldilocks got into the bed, closed her eyes and went to sleep.

Goldilocks lies down and goes to sleep

Scene 6

Look at my porridge.
Narrator: The bears came back from their walk and wanted their breakfast.
Father Bear: I am hungry!

Mother Bear: I am hungry!
Baby Bear: I am hungry!
Father, Mother and Baby Bear: We are very hungry!

Mother Bear: The porridge is on the table.

The bears see their porridge
Father Bear: Look at my porridge!

Mother Bear: Look at my porridge!
Baby Bear: Look at my porridge! Someone has eaten it all!

Baby Bear is angry.

Scene 7

Look at my chair.
Narrator: The bears looked at their chairs. They were very angry.
Father Bear: Look at my chair!
Mother Bear: Look at my chair!
Baby bear: Look at my chair it is broken! Oh no!

Baby bear begins to cry.
Mother Bear: Oh no baby bear do not cry!

Scene 8

Look at my bed.
Narrator: The three bears went into the bedroom, they saw their beds.
Father Bear: Look at my bed!
Mother Bear: Look at my bed!
Baby Bear: Look at my bed! There is still someone in it!

Goldilocks wakes up and looks around. She sees the bears.
Goldilocks: Oh no!

The bears start to growl.
Goldilocks: Help!

Goldilocks runs away very fast.

The End

